Moderately Light Charged Higgs in CP MSSM and NMSSM.
II] CP phases in MSSM ⇒ explicit CP mixing for Higgses
Most general Higgs potential is:
Notice that with one Higgs doublet, we can have no CP violation.
IMP School and Conference.
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MSSM:
Higgs potential as 2HDM above with
Vacuum expectation values: Potentially have CP-violation from soft-susy breaking terms "designed to showcase the effects of CP violation in the MSSM"
Allow the following parameters to vary:
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Masses and couplings
Masses and couplings Sum rule for couplings 
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LEP Allowed Window
A few observations
• Small regions in tan β, M H + plane where LHC,TEVATRON will have no reach
• Caused by reduced φ 1 coupling to W/Z AND top.
• The φ 1 W H ± coupling remains large.
• A hole in the tan β −M H + plane: for m φ 1 < 50, 100 < m φ 2 < 110 and 130 < m φ 3 < 180.
The results of theory analysis verified. The BR (H ± → φ 1 W > 47% over the entire kinematic region in the light φ 1 window still allowed by LEP. The BR of H ± in the usual τ ν τ channel discussed yesterday by Dr. Hashemi suppressed by over an order of magnitude.
In the light φ 1 LEP window the H ± can also be NOT searched for using the usual strategies for CP case.
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Light H ± , H 1 in NMSSM too! NMSSM: enlarge the Higgs sector of the MSSM by adding additional Higgs Singlets; try to solve the µ problem!
The resulting F term of the Higgs potential is
where x = S , v 1,2 = H 0 1,2 and tan β = v 2 /v 1 .
The D-term same as in MSSM, i.e.
F -term of the MSSM:
Higgs Masses
The upper limit on the lightest Higgs mass is now:
The NMSSM relaxes the LEP bound on M H 1 . Due to the second term in red above.
Effect pronounced at moderate tan β Rleaxes then the limit on the doublet pseudoscalar mass parameter M A hence on M H ± .
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Lower limit on M H ± .
A limit on M H ± is possible only a limit on λ is possible.
Such a limit obtained by demanding that all couplings remain perturbative upto some high scale.
Apart from λ, κ and x, one also has the sift SUSY breaking parameters: A λ , A κ .
We obtain a limit by varying all these parameters of the NMSSM potential, imposing LEP constraints.
Direct LEP bound is also shown.
For tan β ≤ 6(4) M H + > 150 (175) GeV for MSSM. In NMSSM a H ± with mass less than 120 GeV allowed over this range. 
Branching ratios for H ± 1. If (M H + 120 GeV) one has a dominantly singlet H 1 with (M H 1 50 GeV). Thus this H 1 will evade LEP searches and will be difficult to produce at LHC as well. There is a light (50 GeV) pseudoscalar A 0 with significant doublet component. Such H ± can be searched through H + → τ + ν .
(M H
> 130 GeV), (in this tan β range), decays dominantly via the H + → W + A 0 1 . This is a good channel for the H ± as well as A 0 1 search. May [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] 2006 Moderately light charged Higgs in CP MSSM and NMSSM.
Process allows a probe of a light H ± and light neutral Higgs.
Use tt production with :
t → bH + → bφ 1 W → bbbW andt →bW , with one W decaying leptonically the other hadronically. Hence both W s can be reconstructed.
Look at the W W bbbb events, demand three tagged b s.
The mass of the bb pair with the smallest value will cluster around m φ 1 and bbW
IMP School and Conference. The QCD bkgd can be removed by demanding that bbbW mass within 25 GeV of m t .
Need experimental analyses of this signal. ATLAS has done a preliminary analysis.
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Conclusions and Summary

Conclusions
• in CPX scenario a light neutral Higgs φ 1 < 50 GeV could have been missed at LEP for 3 < tan β < 5, 125 < M H + < 140 GeV. LHC and Tevatron can not see such a (pseudo)scalar either. The H ± in this 'mass window' will dominantly decay into W φ 1
• In NMSSM the lower limit on H ± mass as well as H 0 , A 0 mass are relaxed. For (M H ± > 130 GeV) and moderate tan β, the dominant decay via the H + → W + A 0 1 channel provides a probe for not only a light H + but also a light A 0 1 via its decay into a bb final state.
• Such a light charged H + decaying dominantly into the W H 1 channel, giving rise to a striking tt signal at the LHC, where one of the top quarks decays into the bbbW channel, via t → bH ± , H ± → W H 1 and H 1 → bb.
• The characteristic correlation between the bb, bbW and bbbW invariant mass peaks helps reduce the SM background, drastically.
• We have pointed out some novel features of the phenomenology of a light charged Higgs a light neutral Higgs , still allowed by the LEP data in the NMSSM and CP SUSY at the LHC.
